
Tracers for monitoring marine CO2
storage

Carbon capture and storage (CCS) is a key technology to timely, feasibly and substantially reduce
CO2 emissions from industrial processes[1]. Robust strategies for leak detection and management
are crucial to make CCS a safe and effective strategy for the long-term mitigation of atmospheric
CO2 increase. STEMM-CCS is an EU-funded project aiming to test different monitoring strategies for
the offshore, sub-seabed storage of CO2. To mimic a CO2 leak across the sediment-water interface,
a controlled CO2 release experiment will be performed in the central North Sea. During this large-
scale experiment, the utility of natural and artificial tracers to detect and quantify CO2 leakages
across the sediment-water interface will be tested.
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The controlled sub-seabed CO2 release experiment
Why? To test the applicability of natural and artificial tracers for CO2 leakage detection and quantification in the marine environment

When? May/June 2019 Where? Goldeneye demonstration site, British sector of central North Sea, water depth: ~110 m

What? Release of ~3 tons of CO2 gas to the shallow sediment (3 m bsf) over a period of 14 days; tracer gases will be mixed into

the CO2 gas stream; gas bubbles, pore water and the water column will be sampled

Fig. 1: Geological storage options for CO2. STEMM-CCS addresses the offshore storage of CO2 in depleted oil/gas fields and saline aquifers indicated by the star (image ©CO2CRC)[1]. Fig. 2: Schematic of planned CO2 release 
experiment during which various techniques will be tested for their applicability to detect and quantify CO2 leaks across the seafloor (image © K. Davis). Fig. 3: Location of the Goldeneye demonstration site where the release 
experiment will take place (image © V. Huvenne).
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The approach

• We will test the relative timing of the dissolution, transport and

release of CO2 and tracers under simulated in situ conditions in

response to different sediment composition (Fig. 4)

• To simulate the in situ conditions expected at the seafloor, we will set

up and perform a laboratory experiment using high-pressure flow-

through vessels. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) will be used to

visualise the migration of CO2 gas and the replacement of pore fluids

by CO2. The composition of the effluent gas will be monitored by

online gas analysers; discrete samples for analysis of (effluent) pore

water composition will be taken

• The results will be crucial (i) for using the tracers as leakage and

quantitative tool in the field and (ii) as input parameters for models to

predict the distribution and spreading of CO2 in the event of a leakage

Fig. 4: List of constant and variable parameters during the experimental runs and simplified schematic of the experimental setup. (1) The gas mix, containing CO2 and tracers, is released to the tube at a
defined flow rate. The tube is filled with sediment and seawater (mimicking seabed sediment). (2) The CO2 gas partly replaces the pore water, dissolves and reacts with the pore water. The time it takes for the
tracers to reach saturation in the pore water in relation to CO2 at a given flow rate will be measured. Magnetic resonance imaging and sensors will help to follow the migration of CO2 in the tube. Sampling of
pore water will be performed before, during and after the experiment. (3) The effluent gas will be collected and (4) transferred to online devices (for measurement of CO2, SF6, C3F8 and δ13C_CO2) and to a
device (5) for discrete gas sampling (of noble gases and δ18O_CO2).

The tracers
• Main requirements: chemical stability, non-toxicity, low/different 

background level, gaseous, diverse ranges of solubilities

• Artificial: Octafluoropropane (C3F8), Sulfurhexafluoride (SF6), 

Krypton (Kr); Natural: inherent δ13C, δ18O and noble gases

• Except for C3F8, the tracers have been widely used for in-reservoir 

monitoring in land-based CCS demonstration projects[2,3]
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The challenges
• Knowledge of how tracers behave in the marine environment is very 

limited[4]

• Reactivity of CO2 vs. non-reactivity of artificial tracers could result in 

different timing of CO2 and tracer release into the marine environment

 Risk of false positives 


